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UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT 
MISSION 
GOALS 
I 
I FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 
UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY 
STATEMENT OF MISSION and GOALS 
The mission of the UNM Medical Center Library is to 
provide services and resources to meet present and future 
scholarly and informational needs of the UNM Medical 
Center community, to participate in the educational process 
and, insofar as possible, to share its resources with the 
health sciences and health care community of the State of 
New Mexico in harmony with the overall policy of the 
University in general and the UNM Medical Center in 
particular. 
The basic goal of the UNM Medical Center Library is to 
facilitate access to information, materials and services for 
members of the UNM Medical Center, including the UNM 
School of Medicine, College of Nursing, College of 
Pharmacy, the Dental Programs and Allied Health Program, 
as well as a number of affiliated research and patient care 
institutions on the UNM Medical Center Campus, and the 
university community at large. 
As the only comprehensive health sciences literature 
collection in New Mexico and the entire southern Rocky 
Mountain area, the UNM Medical Center Library 
constitutes a vital state resource. The second major goal, 
therefore, is to serve the biomedical information needs of 
the broader New Mexico health care community through 
an active and varied outreach program. 
As the major information resource for health planners and 
educators, the Medical Center Library strides to coordinate 
and improve access to health information through promotion 
of resources and cost-sharing mechanisms among existing 
agencies at the state and local levels. 
As its fourth major goal, the Library documents and 
preserves the history of medicine and health in the state 
through its New Mexico History and Archival program. 
UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT 
DIRECTOR'S 
REPORT 2 SERVICES AND PROGRAMS Library staff actively participated in the School of Medicine Social Medicine Curriculum development, and conducted individual instructional sessions for curriculum as well as all other Health Sciences Colleges and programs. The staff expanded the computer and information management education program by offering an online curriculum of classes for students, faculty and staff to teach such skills as online searching and reprint management via microcomputer. A cooperative agreement reached with the School of Medicine now allows all SOM students three hours of free online time to search MEDLINE using GRATEFUL MED software. Prior to being issued MEDLINE codes, students attend a training seminar on GRATEFUL MED search strategies. The Media Center continued to play a central role in the courses taught solely through A-V based instructional materials. Media staff again received the "Golden Hippo" A ward in appreciation of their special help to medical students during their first two years. In cooperation with Dr. L. Clark Hansbarger and the Graduate Medical Education Comittee, the Library initiated an information services program for all house officers with a wide range of services, including LATCH (Literature Attached to Charts on demand), which enjoys growing popularity. The Library continued assisting faculty with their research­related information needs. Our telefacsimile transmission service helped faculty in numerous critical situations, including overseas transmission of data. Future research-related information support will include an automated RESEARCH REGISTRY containing information on research interests and activities of Medical Center faculty and staff, including data on special equipment, techniques and substances used. This database will replace and expand the printed SOM Research Registry. Statewide Document Delivery service was expanded to accept telephone requests 24 hours a day, seven days a week and is used extensively. For the second year, Main Campus Undergraduates had borrowing privileges and that population increased 18% last year. Main Campus registered borrowers constitute almost 40% of the Library's clientele, for which the Library receives no support, but uses School of Medicine funds to provide services. The New Mexico History and Archives Room was dedicated with ceremonies honoring individuals responsible for the creation of a permanent New Mexico History Collection. A long-term program was initiated to access, inventory FISCAL YEAR 1987 /S8 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I-I 
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UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT DIRECTOR'S REPORT (continued) FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 and arrange a large volume of historical materials, including personal papers, manuscripts, organizational records, reports, oral histories, ephemera and realia. SYSTEMS AND AUTOMATION The UNM Computing Center installed an Ungermann-Bass Net/One Local Area Network. Access to Library computers will be possible through the Campus Data Communications Network broadband cable. A PC-based version of electronic mail was developed and is in the testing stage. A VAX mail utility is now available as well, with the mail system also used as a bulletin board. The Library installed a VAX 8350 CPU, a MicroVAX II CPU, four 456 megabyte fixed disk drives, three DECserver terminal servers, two laser printers, and 24 terminals. Regarding Library software, negotiations are underway with Innovative Interfaces, Inc., to acquire their INNOPAC automated catalog and circulation system. Updates to ORACLE were acquired, and SQL*Text was purchased. Staff were trained in relational database design and in the SQL language. In the area of Medical Library Resource Grant databases, the Name Authority application was created in ORACLE, and development is underway for the Research Registry, to be followed by development of the Faculty Publications Database. The Faculty Activities Database is near completion and is expected to be fully operational in the Fall. The barcoding project is ready for implementation. A Networking and Communications Chief was hired in April 1988. Systems Control and Data Entry positions have been redefined. Future developments for systems projects include testing campus-wide and off-site access to the Library System; making the online catalog and circulation components of the automated library system more fully operational; and implementing the Medical Library Resource Grant databases, either as prototype or production versions. PROBLEMS As expected, along with all academic libraries across the nation, the Medical Center Library faced yet another increase in scientific journal subscription prices, resulting in an anticipated, even larger, overrun this past year than the previous year despite stringent adherence to a "no growth" subscription budget policy. Careful analysis indicates that the largest cost increases stem from the basic science literature. This coming year will see a drastic curtailment in our core of scientific material, even though an increase in the subscription budget forestalled catastrophic curtailments. Extensive analyses and use studies identified 127 titles for cancellations, with savings of $32,130. 3 
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4 
Subscriptjons 
Basic Sciences 
Clinical Sciences 
Nursing/ Allied Health 
Pharmacy 
Dental 
Reference 
TOTAL 
Cancellations Detail 
Current 
Subscriptions 
Recejyed 
451 
786 
94 
46 
32 
371 
2,238 
Number of 
Subscriptions 
Cancelled 
65 
49 
3 
8 
2 
.a 
127 
THE ENVIRONMENT 
Plans for the high density off-site storage in the new Health 
Sciences and Service Center were completed, with construction 
to begin next fiscal year. The main office of the Bibliographic 
Information Services Division and the Online Room were 
remodeled to gain one more work station in each area. 
The building's flat roof received numerous patch jobs, but none 
withstood the major rains this spring; much waterdamage resulted 
and some bookstacks have to be tarpolined during the rainy season 
until the building will be re-roofed next year. 
KUDOS 
We were pleased that the School of Medicine, in its institutional 
self-study, named the Medical Center Library as one of its 
institutional strengths. The study, undertaken for the upcoming 
accreditation of the SOM Curriculum by the Liaison Committee on 
Medical Education, is an extensive examination of the institution, 
and the Medical Center Library has been an active participant in 
this important effort. The entire Library staff can share in this 
distinction, because through team effort it has earned and 
enjoys an excellent reputation. 
Erika Love, Director 
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UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT 
LIBRARY 
OPERATIONS 6 OVERVIEW In a continuing effort to identify costs of library services and operations, the Library completed an operations-wide time and function analysis this past year in which all library staff participated. Staff were asked to record how their time was distributed among specific functions or activities according to category definitions conforming to the Annual Statistics of Medical School Libraries in the U.S. and Canada, thus assuring compatibility with national statistics. Results were tabulated accounting for 100% of each staff member's time and salary. Activities were then divided into the following groups: I. Activities to acquire and make the collectionavailable to users;II. Activities which promote, manage, overse e,and control or safeguard use of the collection;III. Activities providing instruction, informationand reference services based on the Library'sand outside information resources;IV. Activities supporting administrative/institutionalinformation management.The table on page 7 summarizes the results SYSTEMS AND AUTOMATION We hope to refine and further validate this study in the future. Expanding automation and systems activities, the develop­ment and management of local databases have called for increased expertise and manpower. The Library's system staff has grown accordingly, and tasks and responsibilities were clarified and defined to provide all library staff with an overvi ew of job responsibilities. A System Control Group Personnel Table was created for the six key positions comprising the systems staff. This personnel table provides all library staff with an overview of job responsibilities for the following positions: Chief, Technical & Systems Applications; Automation & Systems Librarian; Chief, Electronic Communications; Database Manager; System Control and Documentation Specialist; and Data Input Technic ian. See the tables on pp. 9 and 10, FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I-I 
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UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT 
I UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY 1987 /88 MANPOWER COST SfUDY 
I Prof. Prof. Tech- Total Total % of Major Program Areas fac Staff njcaJ CJerjcaI Students fJE Saiarjes JotaJ 
I I. Activities to acquire &make the collection available
to users:
I
Collection Development .62 .52 .45 1.59 40.622 5% 
Acquisitions .25 1.38 1.67 .10 3.40 64,179 7 
Cataloging .24 .44 1.59 2.27 40,785 5 
Processing .02 .24 .52 .03 .32 1.13 19,578 2 
I Collection Maintenance .09 .83 .75 .20 2.86 4.73 55.582 6 
TOTAL 1.22 3.41 4,98 .33 3.18 13.12 220,746 25 
I II. Activities which promote,
manage, oversee & control or
I
safeguard use of the collection by
UNM users and the community
at large:
Circulation .26 .28 4.05 .30 4.89 80,686 9 
I AV/Micro .38 .79 1.48 2.65 53,771 6 Outreach 1.06 1.32 .15 .20 2.73 75,623 8 
Photocopy /Document Del. .06 .20 .90 .50 1.66 25.958 3 
I TOTAL 1.76 2.59 6.58 1.00 11.93 236,038 26 
I 
III. Activities providing
instruction, information &
reference services based on our
own & outside information
resources:
Information/Ref /Online 3.00 1.69 .88 5.57 132,782 15 
Interlibrary Loan .08 .66 .96 .36 2.06 31,384 4 
I Education I 32 81 06 2 19 69 695 8 
TOTAL 4.40 3.16 1.90 .36 9.82 233,961 27 
I IV. Activities supportingadministrative/ ins ti tu tional
I 
information management:
Administration .59 1.11 .IO 1.80 54,150 6 
Archives .07 .78 .03 .88 22,250 3 
Systems .96 3.60 .51 .30 5.37 129.542 14 
I TOTAL 1.62 5.49 .54 .40 8.05 205.942 23 
I
GRAND TOTAL 9.00 14.65 14.00 2.09 3.18 42.92 896,587 101% 
I 
I FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 7 
UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT LIBRARY OPERATIONS (continued) 
8 
The coming year will see the full implementation of its automated library system, an array of electronic information services, including electronic mail, an elec­tronic bulletin board and several service request modules for photocopy, reference and related services. The following pages testify to a year of progress and achievements, and to the commitment of a competent and hardworking staff. 
Cecile C. Quintal, Associate Director FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I-I 
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UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT 
ADMINISTRATIVE/ 
EXTENSION 
COORDINATOR 
FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 
OVERVIEW 
The tight budget pattern prevailed this past fiscal year with 
no increase in State support for supplies, equipment and 
Media purchases or replacements. Continued inflation and 
cost increases in all areas made adequate budget monitoring 
and review more important than in previousyears. Salary 
savings need to be monitored carefully since they will not 
be as high as previously. Until the Serials cost increase 
problem is resolved, a budget deficit is unavoidable. 
Revenue prediction remains an unsure art and estimating 
receipts is difficult. -
We continue to benefit from creative input of the Accounting 
Technician responsible for progress with the automated 
accounting system. We now produce formal computer 
reports on a wide variety of subjects. 
MAJOR AREAS OF CONCERN 
Accounting and bookkeeping system coordination. 
The system, in full operation during the fiscal year, enabled 
us to monitor our accounts more efficiently and keep better 
controls. New billing policies were implemented. Income 
and expense information is easily obtained on a monthly 
basis. The Accounting Clerk learned additional systems 
procedures related to report and file design and modification, 
in addition to LOTUS 1-2-3. Perfecting billing procedures 
and methods to minimize overdue invoices was a priority. 
Copy machine operation. 
An ongoing investigation researched the possibility of 
changing copy machine vendors. The Administrative 
Coordinator participated in a committee to explore a 
possible campuswide copy card access system. 
Extension Program Coordination. 
This effort continued on a shared basis with the Assistant 
Director for Education Programs, who resigned in June 1987. 
Physical Plant Liaison Considerable time was spent with the 
Library physical plant and the UNM Physical Plant Depart­
ment, dealing with such items as the leaking library roof, 
elevators, the Archives Room remodeling project and chair 
reupholstery project. 
11 
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EXTENSION 
COORDINATOR 
(continued) 
12 
General troubleshooting and coordination of miscellaneous 
activities. 
These activities include janitorial services contract, telecom­
munication issues, printing/duplicating, liaison with SOM 
Personnel, Comptrollers and Administration Offices, other 
UNM departments and related activities. 
The filing system was reorganized. 
FUTURE PLANS 
Refine and improve the financial reporting system, I incorporating LOTUS 1-2-3 for reporting and improving 
forecasting purposes. 
Perform cost studies of Library operations as needed, with I possible inclusions of Document Delivery and Interlibrary 
Loan. Analyze copy machine and other communication 
equipment operation. I 
Renew and strengthen the emphasis on expenditure reduction, 
more critical than ever considering inflation and cost increases I we face. 
Investigate creative marketing efforts to insure maximized and 
1 increased revenues. "Pay as you go" will apply to all Library users. 
Improve the coordination of Extension Services, essential with the 
departure of the Assistant Director for Education Programs. 
Various parts of the Extension area need to be clearly defined and 
responsibility for each sub-area delegated. Other staff must accept 
some responsibility. This must be a team effort in order to succeed. 
Improve cash controls to better monitor and account for all revenues. 
David Percival, Administrative Coordinator 
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UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT 
BIBLIOGRAPHIC 
ACCESS AND 
CONTROL SERVICES FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 This Unit continues to be heavily involved in automation preparation. ACCOMPLISHMENTS The beta testing and evaluation of the OCLC acquisitions software, ACQ350, was completed. Although ACQ350 worked well, the library will wait to acquire software to be integrated with the online catalog. In preparation for the barcoding project, 543 volumes from the library's collections were withdrawn. ff not withdrawn, an item record would have to be created for each of these volumes. Bibliographic records were extracted by AMIGOS Bibliographic Council and processed through authority control by Blackwell North America. Some cataloging changes were made to assure continued integrity of the library's database. Records maintenance on the Wang minicomputer was discontinued. The media card cabinet was brought down to the plaza level and subject cards were moved into it. STAFFING Barbara Wardlow's position was upgraded to a Library Technical Assistant III from a Library Technical Assistant II in in June 1988. BACS received assistance from circulation and collection management staff for filing catalog cards. A Cataloging Technician resigned in July 1987. FUTURE PLANS BACS will continue to play a major role in the library automation project. Staff will create item records,maintain bibliographic and authority databases, and assure integrity of the databases. Lisa Kindrick, Automation and Systems Librarian 13 
UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT 
BIOMEDICAL 
INFORMATION 
SERVICES OVERVIEW 
Biomedical Information Services (BIS) includes the Library's 
public services areas of Circulation, Clinical/Hospital 
Services , Interlibrary Loan, Online Services and Reference. 
Effective May 1, 1988, Interlibrary Loan (ILL) was added 
to BIS. 
STAFFING 
A librarian was hired in June 1988 to cordinate ILL services. 
CIRCULATION 
Circulation now has co-unit heads with responsibilities shared 
equitably between Peg Heinemann during the day and Maria 
Young in the evening. 
Main Campus students, for whom the Library receives no 
funding, comprise 37% of the Library's borrowers. This year 
351 undergraduates obtained library cards, compared with 
284 in the previous year. 
Borrowing privileges were extended to students in health 
sciences programs at Chapman College and Technical­
Vocational Institute (TVI). 
Institutional library card fee schedules were clearly defined 
and implemented. Non-profit institutions are charged $150, 
while For Profit organizations are charged $300. 
STAFFING 
Peg Heinemann's position was reclassified from Technical 
Assistant II to Library Technical Assistant III effective July 
1987. Waneta Doege replaced Gail Heglund who resigned in 
November 1987. Tim Greer filled the Library Technical 
Assistant I position vacated by JoAnn Jassman in March 
1988. This position, which  had been divided equally in 
Circulation Collection Management became full time in 
Circulation. 
FUTURE PLANS 
Implement a fully automated circulation system, with all 
staff developing the expertise to utilize the system. 
Reported by: Peg Heinemann and Maria Young 
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UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT 
BIOMEDICAL 
INFORMATION 
SERVICES 
(continued) 
FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 
CLINICAL/HOSPITAL SER VICES 
Three new affiliation agreement contracts, for a total of six, 
were signed this year. New contract sites are: Holy Cross 
Hospital, Taos; Roosevelt General Hospital, Portales; and 
Mimbres Memorial Hospital, Deming. 
Library consultation contacts throughout the state increased 
to include: 
Carrie Tingley Hospital 
City of Albuquerque Department of Environmental Health 
Charter Hospital 
Health South Rehabilitation Center 
New Beginnings Hospital, Santa Fe. 
A two day Basic Library Management and Services 
Workshop was presented to library managers of affiliation 
agreement contracts and to Navajo Area Indian Health 
Services (NAIHS) institutions in March 1988. 
Within the Medical Center, LATCH (Literature Attached 
to Charts) service was expanded to include more and 
varied users. Due to efforts of Dr. L. Clark Hansbarger, 
Department of Pediatrics, the SOM Graduate Medical 
Education Committee established a $5000 account for 
all house staff to utilize the LATCH (Literature 
Attached to Charts) service. Prior to this account, 
house staff were dependent on the department's ability 
to fund. 
FUTURE PLANS 
Increased effort will go toward promoting the Library's 
affiliation agreements throughout New Mexico. 
Reported by: Kirsten She ls tad 
ONLINE SERVICES 
Online Search Services and its pricing structure were 
reorganized for more efficient procedures and for a cost 
recovery operation. New request forms, worksheets, and 
log sheets were developed. Inservices were held for 
searchers to expand the selection of vendors and databases, 
as well as to improve the quality of searching. 
Library fee-for-service items (e.g., online requests, 
photocopy cards, MEDLINES) now require payment at the 
time of request. UNM staff recharging to departmental 
account/purchase requisition numbers now provide such 
information rather than requiring library staff to retrieve, 
saving about 50 hours per month in staff labor. 
15 
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BIOMEDICAL 
INFORMATION 
SERVICES 
( continued) 16 An online curriculum of eight courses was offered to those end users wanting to access databases from their microcomputers. The courses, which included lecture and online practicals, had full attendance. FUTURE PLANS Integrate online searching (e.g. MEDLINE via Grateful Med) in the SOM curriculum. Reported by: Andrea Testi REFERENCE Reference Desk staffing was extended Monday-Thursday evenings until 8 pm and until 6 pm on Fridays for the academic year. Librarians also rotated Saturday coverage while Information Desk staff worked 1-5 pm Sundays. Inservices for Reference Desk and Information Desk staff were held throughout the year. Included were: use of serial and book verification tools; statistical sources; and directory and biographical sources. A photocopy service pilot project of copying Library owned materials for $2 per item began spring semester, with eight faculty members participating. FUTURE PLANS With electronic mail capabilities available throughout the campus, a reference bulletin board will be developed. Users will be able to request citation verifications, biographical and address information, etc., via their microcomputers. Reported by: Judith DuCharme Julie Kesti, Assistant Director, Biomedical Information Services FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Ii I I I-I 
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UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT COLLECTION AND I NFORMATION RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 The widening gap between the costs of biomedical information resources and static library budgets dominated collection development concerns this fiscal year. The average price of U.S. medical journals increased by 76% between 1982 and 1988. During the same period the MCL budget grew by only 6%. Table 33 depicts the cumulative effect of these divergent trends. The inevitable consequence is journal subscription cancellations. The Library cancelled 66 serials this calendar year and anticipates cancelling many more before 1989. These cancellations are counter-productive to keeping this campus on the cutting edge of biomedical research and limits clinical information resources. Copyright law restricts using interlibrary loan services to supplement collection deficiencies. More than 100 journal titles have been recommended for purchase, most of which would serve new medical center programs and the Centers for Emphasis. Despite subscription cancellations, MCL will not be able to add any recommended titles; money saved from cancellations will merely help to balance the budget. Monograph price inflation threatens to undermine the educational mission of the Medical Center. Between 1982 and 1987 the average prices of U.S. Medical books rose by 46%. Invoices from our principal vendor for the first half of 1988, representing both domestic and foreign book titles, project a 90% increase of prices over 1982 levels. Since 1982 the Library's monographs budget has increased by less than 7%.. Table 34 depicts the divergence between the monographs budget and price trends. A critical review was conducted of all 881 approved publisher monographs and 514 direct orders received by the Library this fiscal year to ensure monies were wisely spent. Beginning in February 1988 projections and spending modifications were made regularly to achieve a balanced budget. Competitively-priced monographs offered by University presses, peripheral medical publishers and professional associations were carefully monitored as part of cost containment measures in acquisitions. Quantitative and qualitative evaluations gauged the ability of collections to serve current Medical Center needs. Accreditation reviews for Diagnostic Ultrasound, Nursing and Pharmacy programs also continued this fiscal year. All 346 gift and government document serials titles were evaluated, which led to 126 recommendations for more efficient resource allocation. Special collections assessments in program areas such as Anesthesiology, Emergency Medicine, Family Therapy, Geriatrics, and Radiation Therapy 17 
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were part of a regular service to interested faculty members. 
Evaluation activities were included in the 374 communications 
with faculty members to assure that tight budgets would 
minimally impact Medical Center programs Considerable 
time was spent working on the reference desk to learn more 
about actual user information needs. 
Generous gifts to MCL helped offset budget constraints. 
Gift journal subscriptions amounting to a $2,051 value 
were received this year; Friends of the UNM Libraries 
donated $1,200 for building Library Collections; The Taft 
Group donated $800 worth of reference books. A total of 
2,110 materials donations ranging from monographs to 
computer software was received. 
Promotional activities helped ensure that existing collections 
were fully utilized. Select bibliographies on timely topics 
and subject serials lists helped increase awareness of library 
resources already available. Gifts and promotional activities 
help alleviate but cannot reverse the impact of book and 
journal price inflation, a problem nationwide. 
Conferences such as the regional medical librarians' meeting 
in Lubbock in October include forums for addressing price 
inflation. The CIRD Chief will be a speaker at this forum. 
In July 1988 he also attended an American Library 
Association Preconference on the future of collection 
development. 
Other professional activities during the 1987-88 fiscal year 
included election to chair a 2,000 member section of ALA's 
Library Administra- tion and Management Association, 
becoming President-elect of the New Mexico Academic and 
Research Librarians (NMARL) association, plus authoring 
two journal articles and an essay. 
Jon Eldredge, Chief 
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UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT 
COLLECTION 
MANAGEMENT 
FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 
OVERVIEW 
Preparation for future needs and plans of the Medical 
Center Library occupied substantial time for this unit. 
Staff assisted with plans for the new off -site storage area 
and the automated card catalog and circulation system. 
A journal usage study was conducted to determine high 
and low use areas. 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
Plans were completed for a 4000 square-foot library annex 
on the lower level of the proposed Health Sciences & Service 
Building, to replace the present storage area in the Biomed­
ical Reserch Facility, which reached its maximum capacity 
over a year ago. The new annex will have specialized fire 
and humidity control systems, and the floor will have tracks 
for compact shelving. The Health Sciences Building is 
scheduled for completion in late 1989. 
Staff attended library system and barcoding equipment 
demonstrations, providing input to the Systems Librarian 
about their impressions of the systems and equipment. The 
Unit Head spent considerable time on a committee planning 
for barcoding library materials, which will begin early next 
fiscal year and continue for sometime. Collection Manage­
ment staff plan to barcode journals returned from the 
commercial bindery with the new fiscal year. 
Collection Management staff conducted a journal usage 
study during spring semester to determine what journals 
were actually used and where best to allocate available 
monies. Because the Library is only in the planning stages 
of automation, the study was conducted manually, attaching 
labels to spines of journals as  they were reshelved. The 
labels were counted and removed at the end of each month, 
and a usage report was produced. The study took consider­
able time and effort, but the results were valuable. For the 
first time, library staff were able to document journals 
receiving use. 
Plans for the coming year include automation of the 
commercial bindery process. The staff will be trained to 
input barcoded journals into the Library's card catalog and 
circulation system. 
Preservation and conservation activities have fallen by the 
wayside during the automation planning process. Once the 
system is intact, staff will be able to focus attention on 
these activities in order to refine their preservation 
techniquesand knowledge. 
Rhen Bush, Unit Head 
19 
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TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINE 
The answering device has enabled Document Delivery staff 
to receive all incoming requests and messages while away 
from the desk and after hours. A short cover letter was sent 
out to all New Mexico Basic Units and the Navajo Area 
Indian Health Service Hospitals to let them know their 
material requests could be left on the machine at their 
convenience. 
REVISED DOCUMENT DELIVERY FORM 
Once again, the Document Delivery Form was revised, going 
through several channels before finalized. A space for charge 
and billing transactions is on the new form and has been 
helpful to staff using the request form since there are so 
many varied user groups. 
PILOT PROJECT PHOTOCOPY SER VICE 
Photocopy services were provided for eight faculty members. 
A $2.00 service charge will be incurred for each request 
processed and billed against their department accounts. If 
the material is not owned, the request is given to the 
Interlibrary Loan department for referral. This service is 
still in the pilot stages. There is no current photocopy 
service policy available to all in-house users at this time. 
LITERATURE A TT ACHED TO CHART 
LATCH policies and procedures have changed because of the 
popularity received by the UNMH staff. LATCH delivery 
time has changed to two deliveries per day. 
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
Reorganize and evaluate procedures for statistics and billing 
so that deadlines are met accordingly. 
Continue to keep lines of communication open with other 
units so that new services and procedures will meet the 
needs of our users. 
Cecilia Stevens, Unit Head 
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UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT AND INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS 
FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 
EDUCATION 
Library staff has been involved this year with annually 
scheduled tours and orientations with new groups, offering 
new services. An increasing number of UNM classes, from 
law to exercise physiology, utilize the resources of the 
Medical Center Library. 
Under an educational discount program offered by the 
National Library of Medicine and in a cooperative agreement 
with the SOM, any student or resident may be trained in 
end-user searching using GRATEFUL MED software and 
is given three free hours of search time following training. 
The library reference staff schedules and conducts all training 
sessions; online search time has been subsidized by the SOM. 
Searchers may use the Library's Media Center or the 
microcomputer lab in BMSB. 
The Pew-Rockefeller grant to the SOM for development of 
a social medicine curriculum has also involved the Library. 
Each faculty development seminar working group was 
assigned a library liaison who worked with the group to 
highlight resources and services available. The Library's 
collection has been enhanced to reflect the new emphasis 
of social medicine. 
The Library's traditional involvement with the Primary Care 
Curriculum included GRATEFUL MED this year. Students 
participating in the Phase 1 B rural preceptorship are 
equipped with a microcomputer and a copy of the 
GRATEFUL MED software. Library staff worked with 
PCC to obtain educational discount codes and to train 
al l departing students. As in past years, other information 
services such as reference service and document delivery 
are provided. 
The use of microcomputer software in the curriculum and 
the increasing demands of trained GRATEFUL MED 
searchers has kept the microcomputer lab of the Media 
Center heavily booked. The Online Curriculum taught 
by reference staff has provided an excellent progression 
of skills for attendees, from basic knowledge of the 
hardware to online searching. An effort was made this 
year to publicize the resources of the microcomputer lab 
and the Media Center to groups such as residents. 
EXTENSION 
Medical Center Library liaison services to the Montanas 
del Norte AHEC Library /Media Resources Task Force 
increased over the past year. A library staff member 
regularly attended AHEC meetings and coordinated 
several AHEC/MCL activities. 
21 
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l )  collection development in several northern New Mexicolibraries, including Luna Vocational-Technical Institute (LVTI) in Las Vegas, to support the UNM College of Nursing satellite BSN courses; 2) formulation of a job description for an AHEC librarianand library technician to be hired at LVTI; and3) training of three hospital groups (Taos, Las Vegas andRaton) in the use of GRATEFUL MED software donatedby AHEC.A GRATEFUL MED training session was held in Gallup for several staff members and physicians of the NAIHS. NAIHS staff members also attended a workshop at the library offered to hospital affiliates. Susan Anderson, Assistant Director, Educational Support and Instructional Programs FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I­I 
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UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT INTERLIBRARY LOAN FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 OVERVIEW Fiscal year 1987-1988 found DOCLINE evaluation, Pamphlet File responsibility, Telefax service growth, continued automation of the unit, significant projects for the Unit Head outside the unit, and changes in user eligibility and coordination of the unit. MAJOR AREAS OF CONCERN The Unit Head began using DOCLINE automatic routing to determine lending libraries for journal articles. The routing choices made by the system were documented to provide critique and evaluation of the system. Routing tables were updated by ILL and Document Delivery Unit Heads to reflect current borrowing patterns. A separate terminal was dedi­cated to DOCLINE use so that unit staff could have quick and easy access to the system at all times. NLM announced that DOCLINE would remain a free service. The Pamphlet File became the responsibility of the ILL Coordinator, who took charge of adding and deleting items, alerting Collection Management to shelf-reading needs, creating new folders and managing the list of MeSH headings chosen by ROSe. Telefax became a popular service during the year, with many Medical Center faculty and staff requesting that we send rush documents to other locations for them. Several were sent to other continents. Verification of requests was automated once the Unit Head learned Grateful Med. The Unit Head also automated the Copyright file that is kept in compliance with the Federal Copyright Guidelines. Previously, it was kept on used catalog cards, but had become bulky, and with the automa­tion of cataloging, there were very few used catalog cards. The new system is much more flexible, and more information can be kept. The Unit Head became involved with the Library's ORACLE databases in December when she began working on the SOM Curriculum database project. She input activities names, scheduled them, and later helped test the database. In February, Main Campus faculty were made eligible for ILL service on trial basis for the semester. This service was limited to medical books and articles that the Library did not own, and which were available through the usual regional medical libraries or the National Library of Medicine. 23 
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24 
STAFFING Supervision changed twice during the year; once in January when the Serials Head resigned and the Associate Director became the ILL supervisor, and again in May when the ILL Unit Head was promoted to a position in Systems and the ILL Unit was moved to the BIS unit. During May, ILL duties were divided between Becca Barreda and Kathy Mondragon who were both heavily involved in their other dutieso During this time several procedural changes took place, namely, that article requests would be mailed out immediately upon receipt, and inservices were held for all desk personnel that would be taking ILL requests. The inservice stressed checking MCL holdings, Main campus holdings� and obtaining pre-payment information before accepting requests. Louise Saul joined the MCL Biomedical Information Services unit June 1, 1988, and assumed ILL Coordinator responsibilities. Becca Barreda continued assisting in ILL, in addition to her other duties in online services, barcoding and information desk coverage. Beginning with June, updating of the copyright list was done on a weekly basis. Three copies of this list were printed each week for the service desks and ILL. To prevent taking requests that were over copyright limit, the desk personnel were instructed to check the lists when taking requestso Training of the new ILL Coordinator progressed, focusing on ILL procedures and OCLC instruction. Comparative statistics for the Summer of 1987 and the Summer of 1988 showed a notable decrease in the number of cancelled requests, attributable to improved skills of the service desk personnel in taking ILL requests. The inservice meetings provided by ILL are keeping the service desk staff alerted to the areas that can be checked when taking ILL requests that can expedite users requests. 
Heidi Sims, Unit Head, 7 /87 - 4/88 
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UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT MEDIA 
FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 
OVERVIEW 
As in the previous fiscal year, Media received zero funding for 
purchase of audiovisual materials, resulting in no growth for the 
collection and a decline in its use in various academic programs. 
Thus, the year was mostly continuance of media services with 
available resources and tight financial constraints. 
USE OF RESOURCES/EDUCATION 
Being a curriculum-based resource collection, usage is directly 
affected by changes in the various Medical Center programs. 
Certain outdated media reserve materials were dropped from 
course requirements, leading to a 15% decrease in in-house 
users of media materials and a 14% drop in total media items 
circulated 
A decrease in usage was noticeable among all user categories, with 
the exception of the Pharmacy· Department. A Pharmacy faculty 
member provided videotapes that were required viewing for 
Pharmacy students. This user category jumped by 359%. A new 
user category, "Main Campus", reflects the interest in and use of 
Media Center resources by many academic programs. The "Other" 
user category reflects users not affiliated with UNM. Eighty-six 
titles (303 items) of outdated audiovisual programs were withdrawn 
from the collection. 
During the academic year, orientation to media services was given 
to first year medical students, nursing students and the Allied 
Health Group. Students were encouraged to use tutorials 
familiarizing them with IBM and Apple computers. 
MICROCOMPUTER LAB 
Computer usage grew by 34%, and the demand continues to increase. 
Twenty-two new software programs were donated by Respiratory 
Therapy, Dr. Edward Libby of the Department of Medicine, 
Dr. Irwin Hoffman of the Cardiology Department and the Primary 
Care Curriculum. These users have demonstrated their support of 
the microcomputer lab. 
Clinical simulations in respiratory therapy and cardiology and an 
ACLS teaching series were among the programs donated. The 
Respiratory Therapy program donated three personal computers 
with printers during the last two years. The department's generosity 
is appreciated. Because hands-on computer experience is mandated 
in the Respiratory Therapy curriculum, each student logs ten hours 
per semester. 
CARDIOVASCULAR LEARNING CENTER 
The main users of the Learning Center are Medical Center third 
and fourth year students, as well as res idents. We hope to promote 
25 
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usage of the Center by practicing physicians completing a 
mini-residency at UNM. Computer software has contributed 
to the collection's growth. 
CPR/ ACLS LEARNING SYSTEM 
Of 137 CPR users, 65 were certified, 64 of whom were from 
the Emergency Medical Services Academy. These stude_nts were 
required by their instructor to be re-certified between January and 
June. The majority of remaining users were from the College of 
Nursing (CON) and School of Medicine (SOM). The others were 
Allied Health department students and community health 
professionals. 
The inf ant manikin needed major repairs this year, rendering 
the system inoperable for a month. Since the manikin's return, 
demand for the system has steadily increased. 
The Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS) modules, used for 
training and review, cover arrhythmia recognition, airway 
management and Megacode. Two additional modules are still 
in production. The SOM provided funds enabling us to acquire 
al l the ACLS modules. This system is available to commmunity 
health professionals when not reserved by primary user groups 
of SOM, CON and Allied Health. Primary users included 
Respiratory Therapy (33) and School of Medicine (30). 
OUTREACH 
Since no materials have been added to the Improved Pregnancy 
Outcome (IPO) collection since 1983, its content is outdated. 
Use dropped by 47% compared to last year. In 1988-89 we 
plan to use IPO rental fees to update the collection, especially 
in the area of childbirth. 
STAFFING 
Debra Anaya resigned as Media LT A II in March 1988 and 
was replaced by Connie Loren. Cecilia Stevens of Document 
Delivery continues to provide Media coverage on Mondays. 
FUTURE PLANS 
Updating and evaluating the collection as funds permit is of 
prime importance. Microcomputer training of staff on Grateful 
Med, word processing and other software will continue. 
Lillian Croghan, Unit Head 
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FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 
Principal activity this year has been settling into the newly­
renovated History and Archives Room. During the previous 
three years, historical materials had been gathered and housed 
as temporary facilities permitted. With permanent, planned 
quarters available, this sizable accumulation of materials can 
be physically and bibliographically organized. This processing, 
designed to accommodate the special characteristics of the 
materials, is proceeding well, and a coherent research 
collection is taking shape. 
The Oral History Project continues adding personal testimonies 
to the state's medical and health history: fourteen primary 
source and four secondary source interviews were taped this 
year, and sixteen interviews transcribed. 
The Medical History Committee of the New Mexico Medical 
Society provided invaluable information on developments in 
medical practice specialties in New Mexico and secured a 
financial grant from the Society in continuing support of 
the Medical History Program. As students, faculty, staff and 
community practitioners increasingly refer to the archival 
collections as an information resource, individuals and groups 
have donated a wide variety of historical documentation and 
realia to the collections (see donor listing). 
FUTURE PLANS 
1. Continue processing of backlogged documentary
acquisitions.
2. Design and implement bibliographic control system for
collection of approximately 500 photographs.
3. Initiate transfer of manual catalog to computer database.
Janet Johnson, Manager 
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Several major projects this past year involved Serials. Unit 
staff finished the first phase of the conversion of over 2,000 
manual serials records to automated control. Currently 
received titles now can be checked in and claimed online. 
Most of the Library staff received training in basic searching 
techniques for the file so that they can use it nights and 
weekends. A more efficient means of backing up the data 
files was begun, using the Library's VAX computer. The 
Library's 21 most expensive primary journal subscriptions 
were monitored for in-house use from October 87 to 
March 88. Faculty were asked to sign evaluation slips placed 
on the covers of the c urrent 5 years of the journals. The 
survey helped bring subscription costs and the Library's 
budget deficit for journals to the attention to the faculty. 
Library users took ·this opportunity to inform the staff of the 
importance of these journals to them. The survey also 
pointed out a few titles which received little use and which 
may be candidates for cancellation. 
Serials worked with the BACS unit on preparations for bar­
coding the book and journal collections. The book and AV 
collections were barcoded during the last two weeks of July 
and journal barcoding in mid-August. Planning required 
several months to prepare the necessary training materials, 
schedules and publicity. The entire staff participated in the 
project and the Library remained open, although book 
circulation was restricted. 
A regional committee was formed to evaluate and improve 
the region's union list of serials. Serials is responsible for 
notifying the union list editor of additions and changes to 
the Library's holdings. The committee will consider regional 
solutions to increases in subscription prices and numbers of 
new titles and to budget deficits and resulting cancellations. 
Sandy Brantley, Unit Head 
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OVERVIEW 
The Interactive Medical Information System (IMIS), a National 
Library of Medicine funded project, has objectives to automate 
the Medical Center Library services and provide statewide 
access to them via a network interface. The IMIS includes: 
(1) an automated library catalog and circulation system;
(2) an electronic-mail/bulletin board capability;
(3) a variety of databases of interest to the medical
community; and
(4) the ability to interactively order library support
services o nli ne.
Each component will be accessed through the University's 
Campus Data Communications Network (CDCN) by dialing 
into the system or through directly connected terminals. 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
Networking 
Campus Data Communications Network (CDCN). The UNM 
Computing Center has installed an Ungermann-Bass Net/One 
Local Area Network. The CDCN broadband cable provides 
access to Computing Center equipment and files on the main 
campus. Convenient access to Medical Center Library computers 
will be possible through the CDCN from any building on the 
North Campus/Medical Center, the Main Campus and the 
General and Sciences Libraries of the University. Access to 
!MIS wil l  be possible for anyone connected to these networks.
Electronic Mail. To accommodate a majority of faculty and 
staff on the Medical Center Campus who use personal computers 
equipped with modems, the Library developed a PC/DOS based 
application for electronic mail. Selected Medical Campus users 
have been testing and evaluating this software. For users directly 
connected to the CDCN, the VAX mail utility is available and 
undergoing testing as well. 
Staff Enhancements. A Networking and Communications 
Chief was hired in April 1988, with primary responsibilities 
of providing IMIS access to external users via CDCN and 
developing electronic mail capabilities. Systems Control and 
Data Entry positions have been dedicated to maintenance 
of ORACLE databases and electronic mail. 
29 
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Hardware. In July and August 1987, the Library instal led a 
VAX 8350 CPU, a MicroVAX II CPU, three 456 megabyte 
fixed disk drives, three DEC server termi- nal servers, two 
laser printers and twenty-four terminals. The build ing was 
simultaneously wired to connect the terminals. A second 
fixed disk drive was installed on the MicroVAX II in May 
1988, providing more storage capacity. MCL staff received 
training on the operation of the hardware and the VMS/ 
UL TRIX operating systems. 
Library Software. The OCLC bibliographic records were 
extracted by AMIGOS Bibliographic Council and made consistent 
by Blackwell North America in preparation for an automated 
catalog and circulation system. A barcoding team of five staff 
members was formed in November to prepare procedures for 
barcoding the library's materials and to lead the project Contract 
negotiations with Innovative Interfaces for the library software 
began in May. 
Database Management Software. The original database management 
software purchased in May 1987 from ORACLE Corporation with 
current versions of all application modules was updated. An 
additional tool, SQL *TEXT, purchased from the John Bryce 
Company, provides search and edit capabilities of large text fields 
in ORACLE databases. 
Staff training. In August 1987, the Database Manager and the 
Library Specialist for Systems and Office Management attended 
an ORACLE training course on Relational Database Design. 
Training in the SQL language was also provided to six Library 
staff in June I 988. 
Medical Library Resource Project Grant Databases 
Name Authority Application. In November 1987, a subset 
of the User File on the WANG was downloaded to the Micro 
Vax and loaded into ORACLE to create the Name Authority 
applications, which serves as a link to all ORACLE databases. 
Faculty Publications Database. The Faculty Publications Database 
will contain bibliographic information for Medical Center faculty 
publications. Data compiled by downloading from the BRS 
system will be loaded into an ORACLE database, then / linked 
to the Research Registry Database to reflect publications 
resulting from research conducted at the UNM Medical Center. 
Reserch Registry. A Research Registry development group, 
meeting regularly since May 1988, made progress toward 
completed designs of a data entry form and methodology for 
data collection. Interviews with Medical Center researchers 
from clinical and basic sciences have provided valuable input 
at the planning stage of this project. 
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TECHNICAL AND 
SYSTEMS 
APPLICATIONS 
(continued) 
FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 
Faculty Activities Database. Design details presently being 
completed on an application which will put the SOM curriculum 
online will enable faculty to access their teaching schedules 
and assign subject headings and materials to their educational 
activities. 
FUTURE PLANS 
Campus-wide and offsite access to the library system will 
be tested and made available, including an electronic bulletin 
board and electronic mail. 
The online catalog and circulation components of the 
automated library system will become fully operational. 
The Medical Library Resource Grant databases will be 
implemented either as prototype or production versions. 
The ability to order library services interactively through 
the network interface will be in place. 
Tom Peterson, Chief Alice Hotchkiss, Database Manager 
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I. 
DOCUMENTATION BIBLIOGRAPHY 
FY 1987-88 
Publications for Publi c Distr ibution 
Brochures and Posters 
1.1 New Mexico Physicians Outreach Program - 1988 
Publicity flyer with Membership Application Form 
Distribution: New Mexico Physicians 
November 1987 
1.2 Counseling Pathfinder - 198 7-1988 September 1987 
A compilation of counselors, psychiatrists and psychologists who 
offer counselin g to UNM medical students. The guide also 
includes support groups in the Albuquerque community. 
2. Booklists
2.1 new books for 1987-1988 
Six issues: August Fe bruary October April December June 
(total of pages: 60) 
A supplement to adobe medicus published on alternate months containin g a 
list of new books and media materials available in the Library 
Distribution: UNM Campus, Physicians Outreach Program, and NM 
Hospitals 
Circulation: 530 Total copies distributed 3,180 
3. Bulletins
3.1 adobe med icus for 1987-1988 Six issues in vol. 10, #4, 5, 6; 
vol. 11, # 1, 2, 3 
This bi-monthl y bulletin of the Medical Center Library presents articles of 
interest on library issues and contains regular features including Library 
News and Notes, a Once Over page, Hot Topics, and a list of new books 
and media materials available in the Library. 
Distribution: UNM Campus, Physicians Outreach Program, NM 
Hospitals and Selected National Libraries 
Circulation: 650 Total copies distributed: 3900 
4. Curriculum Packets
4.1 Introduction to Online Searching with a Microcomputer - 1/88 
Curriculum of course offered to library users 
4.2 Subject Searching in MED LINE Database - l /88 
Curriculum of course offered to library users 
4.3 Introduction to  Online Searching with Grateful Med - l /88 
Curriculum of course offered to library users 
4.4 Advanced MEDLIN£ Sear chi ng with Grateful Med - 1/88 
Curriculum of course offered to library users 
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DOCUMENTATION BIBLIOGRAPHY 
FY 1987-88 
Publications for Publi c Distribution 
5. User Guide Series
33 
5.l Access and Facilities
A guide to the Medical Center Library 
1 page 
January 1988 
5.2 Borrowing Pri vileges and Policies 1 page 
Information regarding user p rivileges and library policies 
January 1988 
5.3 Collection and Organization 1 page 
Information regarding the Library's col ection and its or ganization 
January 1988 
5.4 Servi ces 1 page 
A guide to the services offered by the Medical Center Library 
January 1988 
5.5 User Fee Schedule for Borrowing Privileges I page 
A g uide to the rates for the services p rovided by the Library 
March 1988 
6. Miscellaneous
6.1 New Mexico Medical His tory Program 458 pages 
Oral History Project 
18 History Transcripts Transcribed UNM Medical Center Library 
6.2 Annual Report 
UNM Medical Center Library 
46 pages 
Ju ly 1, 1987 to June 30, 1988 
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I THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO MEDICAL CEN TER LIBRARY Staff 1987 /88 
Start 
I Name Title Date Qu .Joh 
An derson, Susan Asst Dir Educ & Instruct Programs 01-15-87 I yr/6 mo 
I Anglin, William Clerical Specialist 06-09-86 2 yr/I mo Archuleta, Virginia Acquisitions Technician 06-20-83 5 yrs 
Barreda, Rebecca Biomedical Information Serv Tech 01-30-79 9 yr/ 5 mo 
I Brantley, Sandra Library Information Specialist 07-31-78
9 yr/11 mo 
Buse h, Alicia Collection Management Head 10-12-82 5 yr/8 mo 
Croghan, Li llian M edia Center Head 05-22-78 10 yr/ 1 mo 
Doege, Waneta Circulation Technic ian 12-08-87 7 mo 
I DuCharme, Judith Reference Librarian 1 0-18 -82 4 yr/8 mo Duran, Cynthia Clerical Specialist 04-18 -88 2 mo 
Eldredge, Jonathan Collection Development Librarian 01-01-86 2 yr/6 mo 
I Evans, Richard Analyst/Programmer 04-01-88 3 mo Garcia, Magdalena Administrative Assistant 05-23-83 5 yr/ I mo 
Green, Leona Serials Technician 07 -01-65 23 yrs 
I Greer, Tim Circulation Technic ian 03-28 -88 3 mo Haynes, Theresa Program Specialist, Administration 06-01-77 11 yr/I mo Heinemann, Margaret Circulation Technician (Day) 11-11-85 2 yr/8 mo 
I 
Hotchkiss, Ali ce Library Information Specialist 03-16-87 I yr/3 mo 
Johnson, Janet Archives Manager 02-06-84 4 yr/5 mo 
Kesti, Julie Asst Dir Biomed Inform Serv 05-01-87 1 yr/2 mo 
Ki ndrick, L isa  Systems Librarian a nd Head BACS 09-16-85 2 yr/9 mo 
I Loren, Conn ie M edia Center Technician 04-04-88 3 mo Love, Erika Director 03-01-77 11 yr/4 mo 
Lujan-Kerlee, Mary Accounting Specialist 07 -28 -87 1 yr/ 11 mo 
I Martinez, Leonides Media Center Technician 12-11-78 9 yr/7 mo Mondragon, Katherine Library Information Specialist 07 -10-75 13 years Perci val, David Administrative Coordinator 09-24-80 7 yr/9 mo 
Peterson, Thomas Analyst/Programmer 11-21-83 4 yr/7 mo 
I Qui ntal, Ceci le Associate Director 03-14-77 11 yr/4 mo Saul, Louise Library Information Specialist 06-01-88 l mo
Shelstad, Kirsten Clinical/Hospital Libraria n  10-01-84 3 yr/9 mo 
I Sims, Heid i Interlibrary Loan Technican 02-20-86 2 yr/4 mo Stei nsiek, Sabra Collection Management Technician 05-16-88 I mo 
Stevens, Cecilia Document Delivery Technician 04-21-86 2 yr/2 mo 
I
Testi , Andrea On lin e Servi ces Li brarian 03-12-86 2 yr/4 mo 
Vigil, Lisa Document Delivery Clerk 02-24-86 2 yr/4 mo 
Wardlaw, Barbara Catalogin g  Technician 04-28 -81 7 yr/2 mo 
I 
Young, Maria Circulation Tech (evening) 07 -31-78 9 yr/ll mo 
I 
I 
I 
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY 
LIST OF DONORS 
The following individuals donated books and journals during the 1987-88 fisca l year. We are 
grateful to these donors for gifts which helped strengthen the Library's collections. 
Nanci R. Aiken 
Mrs. I. B .  Ballenger 
William Black, M.D. 
Rhen Busch 
Donors from Albuquerque 
Susan Anderson, M.L .S. 
Gregory R. Barthell 
Mrs. Warren T .  Brown 
Carole Dresser, R.N 
Melba Clark . 
Michael Flanagan, M.D. 
Philip J. Garry, Ph.D. 
Cecilia Fenoglio-Preiser, M.D. 
Rose Galvin, R.N. 
Ellen H. Goldberg, Ph.D. 
Robert H. Intress, M.D. 
Herb Koffler, M.D. 
Dr. & Mrs. Fred H. Hanold 
Robert 0. Kelley, Ph.D. 
Chester M. Kurtz, M.D. 
John K. Leach, M.D. 
Alice Luna, M.D. 
Stewart Mennin, M.D. 
David Ning 
Walter T. Kyner, Ph .D. 
Philip Lehrman, Ph.D. 
Gwen Maxwell-Davis, M.D. 
Christine Mermier 
R. Steven Padilla, M.D.
S tephen R. Perls, D. Ed.
Colin Randolph
John Patruno, Jr. 
David B. Post, M.D. 
Joy Reed, R.N . 
Ann Marie Sekula 
Risa Taylor 
Estelle H. Rosenblum, Ph.D.
R. Ted Steinbock, M.D.
E. H .  Uhlenh uth, M.D. 
Lawrence H. Wilkinson, M.D. 
Ralph C. Williams, M.D. 
Jan Thornberry
Albert H. Vogel, M.D.
James D. Will iams, Ph.D.
Gerald I. Sugarman, M.D. 
Mrs. Mary Tiedemann 
Andrew Babey, M.D. 
George Eisenberg, M.D. 
Jose Maldonado, M.D. 
Contributors Living Outside Albuquerque 
Glendale, CA 
Judith Metzger-Keele, Ph.D. 
Belen, NM 
Las Cruces, NM 
Laguna Hills, CA 
Santa Fe, NM 
Santa Fe, NM 
SPECIAL RECOGNITION 
Mrs. Helen Derbyshire Santa Fe 
Substantial collection of monographs onmedical ethics from the library of Robert C. 
Derbyshire, M.D. 
Susan Badger Doyle Albuquerque 
Personal libraries of William E. Badger, M.D., and Demarious Badger, M.D. 
Included several classics in modern medicine. 
W. Sterling Edwards, M.D. Albuquerque
Significant texts on modern surgery from his personal library.
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UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY 
Contributors Livi ng Outside Albuquerque 
Friends of the UNM Libraries 
Monetary gift to enhance the monographs collection in the new field of 
social medicine. 
Morton H. Goldstein, M.D 
Thirty-eight plastic surgery videotapes. 
Irwin Hoff man, M.D. 
Santa Fe 
Five interactive computer software programs on cardiology. 
David Radford Albuquerque 
ANNUAL REPORT 
Secured funding from UNM student government to purchase study guides for 
national medical board exams. 
Dr. & Mrs. Fred Hanold 
Monetary gift. 
Albuquerque 
Robert 0. Kelley, Ph.D. Albuquerque 
Donated subscriptions to three heavily-used journal titles. 
INSTITUTIONAL D ONATIONS 
The library gratefully acknowledges gifts of books and computer software from the Taft Group 
of Washington, D.C., the UNM General Libraries, UNM Medical- Legal Bookstore, and the 
Upjohn Company of Kalamazoo, Michigan. 
GREATER ALBUQUERQUE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 
I Gifts Donated to the Library in Memory of: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Stuart Welsh Adler, M.D. 
John E. Fitzpatrick, M.D . 
Howard Peck, M.D. 
James Cianci, M.D. 
Herman Kling, M.D. 
Jan Willem Ydens, M.D. 
Donations to the NM Medical History Program a nd Medical Center Arc hives 
Date 
Albuquerque P0uors 
William L. Minear, M.D. 
FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 
Description of Gift 
Film, "Twelve Types of Athetosis" 
Minutes: Carrie Tingley Hospital 
Bd. of Directors, 1960- 1965 
Teaching letters used by Dr. Minear 
with orthopedic surgery residents, 
early 1 950's 
Photographs (2) 
Recejyed 
July 1987 
Sept. 1987 
Nov. 1987 
Apr. 1988 
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UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT AJJ>uguergue Donors William L. Minear, M.D. (cont.) NM Osteopathic Med.Assn. Lewis Overton, M .D. Larry J. Gordon Lawrence H. Wilkinson, M.D.Irvine Weinstein, M.D. Jack Redman, M .D. Mrs. Ray Hogan St. Joseph's Hospital Various & Health Care Fndn. Description °( Gift Unpublished papers; M.S. & Ph.D. theses; printing blocks Date Recejyed Aug. I 987 NM Med. Society Historical records of NMMS House ofDelegates; Western & New Mexico Orthopedic Assns; State & Bernalil lo County Auxiliaries; annual audit reports; various dates from 1925 to present 1987 /88 Historical data on osteopathic hospital and doctors in Magdalena, NM Sept. 1987 Book: Popular Medicine,· or Family Oct. 1987 Advisor, By R. Coates, 1838 Personal papers, 1960-87 June 1988 Assorted publications on public health in NM, 1930's - l 960's Personal papers June 1988 Various Photos & ledger on AT & ·SF Hospital in Albuquerque, l 940's and 1960's Book: The Old Ones of New Mexico Oct. 1987 by Robert Coles Published article by Dr. Redman Nov. 1987 Biographical information/papers Nov. 1987 on E. M. Clayton, M.D. (I 873-1956) Institutional publications of St. Joseph Hospital (current) Donations to the NM Medical History Program and Medical Center Archives Dr. & Mrs. Charles Weymuller Marvin Wells, M.D. Arthur Vall-Spinosa, M.D.Natl. Kidney Fndn. of NM 37 Framed print of William Harvey (dated 1739) U.S. postage stamps (27 mint sheets) portraying health & medical subjects Violet-ray device (electrical), vintage unknown Program for banquet saluting Dr. Jack Redman March 1988 Feb. 1988 Feb. 1988 April 1988 FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 I I I I I I I I I I I I: I I II I I I I I I 
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I Date 
Alb1,u;1ui:c1ui1i: J2gugc:i l2i::is;ci12ligu g( Gi(l Bi:s;i:b:i:d 
I Mrs. V ictoria K lemz Papers of Augustine B. Stoll, R.N. April 1988 
( on American Red Cross Indian Service 
I Duty in NM, 1920's) 
L. Fyfe Peters Photos (2) of L eroy S. Peters, M.D. Oct 1987 
I (1882-1941) 
Keith Kellum Unpubl. paper: "Organizational April 1988 
I 
History of the NM Health Fndn." 
Wilhelm Rosenblatt, M .D. Torsion balance scales in wooden April 1988 
and glass case, circa 1890-1910 
David B. Post, M.D. Biography of Stuart W. Adler, M.D. April 1988 
(I 892-1987) 
I J. Hunt Burress, M.D. Biographical sketch of J.J. Shuler, May 1988 
M.D. (1858-1919)
I Robert Intress, M.D. Patent medicine bottles/c ontainers May 1988 and advertising cards 
I City of Albuquerque Assorted departmental publications June 1988 
Mrs. Marjorie Bunch Personal papers of C.P. Bunc h, M.D. Aug. 1987 
I Artesia, NM (1913-1985) 
Carl H. Gelle nthie n, M.D. Personal papers June 1988 
I 
Valmora, NM 
Dorothy Simpson Helmer Publication issued 1948 to promote June 1988 
I 
Las Vegas, NM construction of new hospital in Las Vegas 
Eunice Vandervoort, R.N. Assorted materials on p ublic health July 1987 
Clayton, NM history of northern NM & Clayton, NM 
I Mrs. Nona Lizut Publications of the NM Dept. of Pub . July 1987 
Santa Fe, NM Health, 1921-1938 
I Mrs. R.C. Derbyshire Personal papers, man uscripts & books July 1987 Santa Fe, NM of Robert C. Derbyshire, M.D. (1910-87) 
I 
I 
I 
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Outside Albuquerque Carol Smith, M.D. John Patruno, Jr. Charlottesville, Va. Donna Quasthoff, AIA Santa Fe, NM Hope CurtisSanta Fe, NM Walter Beale Corpus Christi, TX Mrs. Mary Tiedemann Belen, NM Description of Gift Photographs (4) of Ors. Marcus J. Smith, Carol K. Smith, Marion Hotopp Handbook for public he alth nurses in Northern NM Date Recejyed Various Unpublished manuscript by Marcus J. Smith, M.D., on history of Catholic hospitals,especially St. Vincent's in Santa FeBook: Medicine on the Santa Fe Trailby  Thomas B. Hall, 1971 Master's Thesis (UNM), The Obsolete Hospital by Quasthoff Photographs (108) taken for inclu­sion in thesis, The Obsolete Hospital by Quasthoff Medical license issued in 1905 to A.L. Breeding, M.D. by NM Board of Health Records of Mid Rio Grande Co. Med. Soc., 1959-1987 May 1988 Jan. 1988 Feb. 1988 March 1988 June 1988 In addition, we gratefully acknowledge the following individuals and departments who have contributed materials: 
39 
Max Bennett, Ph.D. Children's Hospital of New Mexico College of Nursing, School of Medicine Office of S tudent Affairs Poison Control Center Medical Center Public Affairs Office Primary Care Curriculum New Mexico Health Resources Registry Records Mgmt Center Office of the Medical Investigator Univers ity Archivist School of Medicine Office of Education College of Pharmacy Special Collections, Gene ral Libr ary FISCAL YEAR 1987/88 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I-I 
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STAFF ENRICH.ME NT 
COMMITTEE 
Library staff continued their involvement in various educational 
activities during FY 87 /88. Though travel and related costs 
continue their upward spiral, our budget fails to reflect these 
inflationary increases. Members of the committee implemented 
a formula in which a percentage of the dollar amount for travel 
would be based on: number of travel requests, years of M CL 
service, and M CL rank. The formula will help bu dget future trips 
for the present fiscal year. The committee continues to explore 
options, promote less costly local activities, and encourage all staff 
to attend career enrichment programs 
Staff Enrichment Committee 
Susan Anderson, elected 18 mos. 
Cheri Koinis, elected 18 mos. 
Becca Barreda, elected 12 mos. 
Mary Lujan-Kurlee, appointed to fill 12 
mo . appointed position 
Nina Garcia, Chair - elected 18 mos. 
Nina Garcia 
Term 0{ Office 
From To 
1 /87 
1/87 
12/87 
6/87 
1/87 
6/8 8 
6/88 
12/88 
6/8 8  
6/88 
PROFESSIONAL AND CONTINUING EDUCATION ACTIVITIES 
Name Date Courses/Meetings Attended Cost 
Anderson, Susan 11/05/87 S CAM C 11th Annual Meeting, 344.0 0 
Washington, DC 
10/03/87 MLA , SCRG Meeting, Albq. 
399.0 0 
Archuleta, Virginia 02/05/87 Women's Trade Fair, Albq. -0 -
Busch, Rhen 12/03/87 Working with Difficult People, -0 -
UNM Campus 
1 0/05/87 MLA, SCRG Meeting, Albq. -0 -
08 /06/87 Team Development, UNM -0 -
Doege, Waneta 02/05/88 Women's Trade Fair, Albq. -0 -
DuCharme , Judith 5/19/88 MLA Meeting, New Orleans 571.41 
I 0/03/ 87 MLA, SCRG Meeting ..!2.lQ 
620.91 
Eldredge, Jon 04/15/88 NM Acad. & Res Lib. Mtg. -0 -
0 1/08/88 ALA Mid winterMtg. 
San Antonio, TX 290.0 0 
12/04/88 Supv. Wkshp, Las Cruces, NM -0 -
1 0/0 6/87 MLA/SCRG Meeting, Albq. 49.50 
339.50 
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Name Date 
Garcia, Magdalena 04/27/88 
04/21/88 
02/05/88 
Gomez, Debbie 02/05/88 
01/28 /88 
07 /13/87 
Green, Leona 02/05/88 
Johnson, Janet 07 /14/88 
06/24/88 
09/10/87 
Kes ti, Julie 05/20/88 
10/03/87 
Kindrick, Lisa 04/12/88 
10/05/87 
Mondragon, Kathy 06/10/88 
04/19/88 
03/2 5/88 
02/23/88 
01/27/88 
Quintal, Ceil 05/19/88 
10/03/87 
Shelstad, Kirsten 05/88 
Sims, Heidi 04/15/88 
I 0/06/ 87 
Smith, Deborah I 0/03/ 87 
41 
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Courses/Meetings Attended 
Secretaries Briefing, UNM 
The Multicomitted Secretary,. 
UNM 
Women's Trade Fair, Albq. 
Women's Trade Fair, Al bq. 
Excellent Customer Relations, 
UNM Campus 
How to Manage the Boss, 
UNM Campus 
Women's Trade Fair 
Medical Histo ry Workshop 
Beginning MS-DOS 
Homeopathy: Theory & Practice 
MLA Meeting, New Orleans 
MLA, SCRG Meeting, Albq. 
OCLC Meeting, Columbus, OH 
MLA, SCRG Meeting, Albq. 
ORACLE Training, MCL, UNM 
Inf of air, Los Alamos, NM 
Tech. Report Literature, UNM 
ISI Workshop, MCL, UNM 
Personnel Devel.Wkshp,MCL 
MLA, New Orleans 
MLA/SCRG Mtg, Albq. 
MLA Mng, New Orleans 
NM Library Assoc. Conf., 
Las Cruces, NM 
MLA/SCRG Mtg, Albq. 
MLA/SCRG Mtg, Albq. 
Cost 
-0 -
42.53 
42.53 
-0 -
-0 -
-0 -
- 0 -
-0 -
-0 -
-0 -
4 32.90 
48 2.40 
474.00 
49.50 
533.50 
-0 -
-0 -
20 .00 
-0 -
- 0 -
20.00 
739.55 
� 
78 9.05 
464.52 
464.52 
82.16 
82.16 
117 .00 
117 .00 
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Name Date Courses/Meetings Attended 
Stevens, Cecilia 04/19/88 Effective Time Mgm t, UNM 
Testi, Andrea 
Vigil, Lisa 
Young, Maria 
02/05/88 Women's Trade Fair, Albq. 
10/03/87 MLA/SCRG M tg, Albq. 
4/30/8 7 Typewriting & Speed Wrkshp, UNM 
03/22/88 Intro to Microcomputers, UNM 
03/02/88 UNM Workshop, Campus 
TOTAL 
LIBRARY COMMITTEE SUMMARY FY 1987-88 
Roster of Members 
William C. Buss, Acting Chair and Associate Profeseor, Department of Pharmacology 
Betsy Kostas. Assistant Professor, Division o! Dental Programs 
Fred A. Mettler, Jr., M.D., Pro!eBBor and Chair, Department of Radiology 
William D. Tandberg, M.D., Associate Professor, Department of Family, Community & Emergency Medicine 
David L. VanderJagt, Ph.D., Professor, Department of Biochemistry 
Roland Watkins, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Department of Pharmacy 
Joann Weiss, Ph.D., Associate Dean and Associate Professor, College of Nursing 
Walter W. Winslow, M.D., Professor and Chair, Department of Psychiatry 
Chairman: 
Ex-Officio: 
Recorder: 
Robert E. Waterman, Ph.D., Profeseor, Department of Anatomy 
Erika Love, Professor, Director, Medical Center Library 
Cecile C. Quintal, Assistant Professor, Associate Director 
Jon Eldredge, Chief, Collecction & Information Resource Development 
Nina Garcia 
PRIMARY FUNCTIONS OF THE MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY COMMITTEE: 
To advise the library director and director of the medical center on library programs and policies. 
To recommend library policies and to determine the degree (or success) of implementation. 
Cost 
50.75 
50.75 
49.50 
-0 -
-0 -
-0 -
3,990.82 
To serve as a channel of communication between the Library and its users by helping to interpret library policies and the 
needs of its user groups. 
To assist in obtaining fiscal and other support by communicating the Library's resource requirements to the Provost, Dean 
and other budgeting officials, and by assisting in seeking outside funding for community outreach services. 
To provide support and guidance in the development of guidelines for the MCL as a component of the academic community. 
MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS: 
Members are appointed by the Director of the Medical Center with advice from the Library Committee, Library Director, 
and Deans and Department Chairs of colleges and schools on North Campus. 
The Committee shall be small enough to accomplish its job and large enough to be representative of the health professions 
served on the North Campus. 
There shall be a fair representation of different points of view, but members shall be selected primarily for their interest in 
and support of the Medical Center Library and its role. 
Appointments to the Committee shall be stag&"red to provide continuity. Definite tenns of service are set, but re- appoint­
ment of those members who are especially effective on the Committee is deemed desirable. 
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Service Desk 
Information Desk 
Circulation Desk 
Media Center 
Reference/Back-up 
Total 
Table 1 
Reference/Online 
Total Information 
1986/87 
14,110 
15,060 
1,911 
16. 026
47 107
Services 
Inquiries 
1987/88 
8,551 
14,888 
1,509 
23,498 
48 446 
ANNUAL REPORT 
% Change 
-39%
-1.1%
-2 .1%
+45.6%
+ 2.8%
*%difference is the result of the use of two separate statistic sheets 
for Reference and Information/Telephone Statistics in 1987/88 compared 
to one only used in 1986/87. 
43 
Table 2 
Reference/Online Services 
Number and Percent of Searches by User Status 
User Status 
Faculty 
Medical Center (includes 
PCC Preceptors) 
Main Campus 
Clinical Faculty 
Physician Outreach Prog. 
Total 
Staff 
Medical Center 
Main Campus 
Total 
Students 
North Campus 
Medical Students 
(Includes PCC) 
Graduate Biomedical 
Total 
Main Campus 
Undergraduate 
Graduate 
Total 
Other Students 
Branch Campus(s) 
Other Col eges 
Total 
House Staff 
Affiliation Agreement 
Non-UNM 
Government Agencies 
(Includes NAIHS) 
Business and Industry 
(Includes Lawyers) 
Health Professionals 
and Hospitals 
Genera 1 Pub 1 i c 
Total 
Grand Tota 1 
1986/87 % of 1987/88 % of 
Number Total Number Total 
548 
19 
21 
30 
618 
146 
7 
153 
38 
_6 
44 
38 
_.iQ 
128 
0 
_Q 
0 
217 
30 
99 
94 
44 
....ffi 
38% 
1% 
1% 
2% 
42% 
552 
58 
22 
_]j_ 
667 
10.0% 111 
.04% 11 
10.0% 122 
3.0% 40 
.04% __li_ 
3.0% 55 
3.0% 28 
6.0% 70 
9.0% 98 
- _2
0% 2
14.0% 284
2.0% 34 
7.0% 122 
6.0% 74 
4.0% 24 
3.0% .....Ll. 
37% 
4% 
1% 
2% 
44% 
7% 
1% 
8% 
3% 
1% 
4% 
2% 
5% 
7% 
.001% 
.0% 
19% 
22% 
8% 
5% 
2% 
� 
% Change 
+ 1%
+205%
+ 5%
+17%
+ 8%
-24%
+57%
-20%
+ 5%
+150%
+25%
-26%
-22%
-23%
0% 
0% 
+31%
+13%
+23%
-21%
-45%
-68%
277 
1467 
80.0% 
100. 0%
233 
1495 
16% -16%
100% 
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Table 3 
Reference/Circulation/Media 
Services Desks Transactions 
FY 1987-88 
Transaction Media 
Type Information Circulation Center Reference 
Dir./Referral 3,000 6,163 400 5,872 
Information 3,221 5,700 356 6,898 
Source Assistance 2,330 2,884 750 7,918 
Equip Assistance 232 440 
Online Appointments 1,241 
Subject Reference 105 1,015 
User Education 15 554 
TOTAL 8 1566 15 1084 1 1 946 23 1498 
Fiscal 
Year 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985*** 
1986 
1987 
Dollar 
Devaluation 
.551 
.512 
.461 
.406 
.367 
.346 
.335 
.321 
.928 
.913 
.880* 
Table 4 
Periodicals and Seri�l Services 
I & G Materials Budget Compari��� 
I&G Appropriation Purchasing Power 
$ Amount Change $ Amount Change 
118,751 + 19% 65,432 + 11%
151,419 + 27% 77,526 + 18%
155,650 + 3% 71,754 - 7%
166,564 + 7% 67,624 - 6%
199,855 + 20% 73,346 + 8%
20�,848 + 5% 73,607 - 1%
233,708 + 11% 78,292 + 6%
233,708 0% 75,020 - 4%
248,018 + 6% 230,161 
248,018 0% 226,440 -1.6%
248,018 0% 218,256 -3.6%
* Survey of Current Business, March 1988, p. S-6.
** Library Journal, 15 April 1988, p. 36.
ANNUAL REPORT 
Total Total 
87/88 86/87 
15,435 15,803 
16,175 15,976 
13,882 9,865 
672 1,023 
1,241 1,347 
1,120 1,425 
569 1,668 
49 2094 47 1 107 
Cost .&1,-..., �ase of 
Lib�ary Ma�erials 
+ 8.1. %
+ 11.0�
+ 11.0%
+ 16.0%
+ 28.0%
+ 5.0%
+ 12.0%
+ 9.4%
+ 9.8%
+ 10.0%
+ 11.6%**
*** Effective with the release of the January 1988 index, all consumer price
indexes previously expressed with a base of 1967 = 100, have been rebased 
to 1982-84 • 100. FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 44 
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Monographs 
Approvals Received 
Approvals Returned 
Direct Orders Received 
Gifts Received 
Gifts Retained 
Pamphlets 
Technical Reports 
Titles to Cataloging 
Non-Print* 
Videocassettes 
Audiocassettes 
Slides (Sets) 
8/16mm. Reels 
Filmstrips 
Microforms (fiche) 
Other (workbooks) 
Models 
Software 
Charts 
Government Documents 
Table 5 
Acquisitions Comparison 
1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 
919 
160 
581 
1,771 
199 
18 
0 
1,752 
33 
7 
14 
1 
0 
0 
0 
5 
86 
0 
966 
130 
587 
989 
63 
43 
4 
1,425 
55 
0 
10 
2 
1 
0 
16 
2 
7 
0 
829 
140 
514 
851 
100 
5 
0 
1,342 
35 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
35 
0 
7 
0 
Processed for Collection 3,131 2,397 2,129 
Sent to Cata 1 og i ng 206 203 87 
Sent to Serials 1,600 925 651 
Sent to Pamphlets 224 27 4 487 
Staff Tools 160 109 161 
Sent to Hearings Collection 41 28 37 
*Figures reported for nonprint materials represent workload
statistics and not bibliographic inventory figures.FISCAL YEAR 1987/88 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I­I 
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Table 6 
Acguisitions Activities 
OCLC Searches 1985L86 1986L87 
Titles Searched 3,250 1,121 
Titles Already Owned 794 388 
Titles Not in Database 351 106 
NLM Database Searches 
Titles Searched 85 74 
Titles Not in Database 34 25 
Other 
Invoicing 
Processing for Payment 672 1,218 
Books Returned 260 160 
(includes approvals) 
Direct Orders 
Sent 543 522 
Outstanding: 1st 12 160 
2nd 0 67 
3rd 15 27 
4th 10 30 
Total 37 284 
Table 7 
Cataloging Activities 1987/1988 
Monographs 
Media 
SerialsL4th Floor Journals 
Government Documents 
Original Cataloging 
Recataloged 
Location Change 
Replacement 
Withdrawn 
Table 8 
Titles 
1,070 
61 
238 
53 
22 
29 
91 
0 
40 
Cataloging - Net Production 
New Items Cataloged 
Catalog Cards 
Online Catalog Hours 
Online Catalog Records 
Corrected 
FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 
1985/86 
2,564 
21,062 
76 
819 
1986/87 
1,966 
17,165 
381 
3,390 
ANNUAL REPORT 
1987L88 
1,079 
730 
39 
40 
16 
982 
148 
584 
18 
22 
13 
26 
79 
Volumes 
1,206 
106 
258 
53 
32 
55 
113 
0 
543 
1987/88 
1,632 
11,807 
0 
0 
46 
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Table 9 
BIBLIOGRAPHIC ACCESS & CONTROL 
Volu.-m.e:, isdd.d FY 87/88 
140 
130 
120 
liO 
100 
90 
80 
70 
60 
so 
40 
30 
20 
Table 10 
BIBLIOGRAPHIC ACCESS & CONTROL 
300 -,-----------------------------, 
.280 
260 
:uo 
220 
200 
180 
60 �/ 
40 
20 -r; 
I, 
j 
o [./I
; ,,. 
/ 
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Month 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
Total 
Peaks: 
Lows: 
Month 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
Total* 
Table 11 
Circulation 
Gate Count Comparison 
1986/87 
13,102 
14,547 
23,357 
24,474 
20,486 
15,601 
14,242 
21,445 
21,506 
21,869 
16,271 
12 975 
219,875 
October 
September 
June 
Table 12 
Circulation Desk Transactions 
1986/87 
3,248 
3,556 
6,683 
6,692 
6,112 
3,818 
4,838 
6,144 
6,389 
6,753 
4,294 
3 671 
High Peaks: 
62,198 
April 
October 
Low Peaks: July 
August 
1987/88 
12,358 
13,649 
24,424 
24,347 
20,764 
15,817 
14,622 
22,361 
21,062 
20, 714 
15,827 
12 627 
218,572 
September 
October 
June 
1987/88 
3,366 
3,927 
7,561 
7,215 
6,492 
4,031 
4,368 
5,946 
5,513 
5,589 
3,412 
3 238 
60,658 
September 
October 
June 
July 
*The "Other" category in statistical gathering was not
included in FY 1987-88; therefore, this volume was sub­
tracted from the 1986-87 monthly total.FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 48 
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Table 13 I Circulation Reserves Processed 
1986L87 1987L88 
July 100 68 I August 239 197 September 129 52 
October 69 49 
I November 56 23 December 111 79 
January 203 141 
February 165 59 I March 161 100 
April 112 74 
May 147 139 I June 115 75 Total 1 607 1 056 
Peaks: August August 
I January 
Table 14 I 
1987l88 Circulation MCL User Population 
% of I Total % of Total of (Users) User Active Total Active 
Population Code Group Borrowers User Group Borrowers 
I Faculty: 
Medicine 01-XX-Ol 357 194 54% 7% 
Nursing 02-XX-01 41 39 95% 1% I Pharmacy 03-XX-01 19 11 58% .04% 
Allied Health 04-XX-01 7 1 14% 
Dental 05-XX-Ol 25 2 .8% I Main Campus 08-XX-Ol 44 2% TOTAL 291 11% 
House Officers 01-XX-03 298 235 79% 9% 
I Students: Medicine 01-00-XX 382 307 80% 11% 
Nursing 02-00-XX 435 208 48% 8% 
Pharmacy 03-00-XX 222 120 54% 4% I Allied Health 04-00-XX 138 84 61% 3% 
Dental 05-00-XX 63 29 46% 1% 
Main Campus I Undergraduate 08-XX-XX 351 13% 
Graduate 08-XX-XX 251 9% 
TOTAL 1,585 58% 
I Other SOM Staff 01-XX�07 313 11% 
XX-XX-02
SOM Nurse Ol-XX-06 52 2% I Clinical Assoc. XX-XX-08 (Volunteer) 131 5% 
POP 09-01-XX 54 2% 
Law Firms 09-XX-97 19 I Individuals 09-00-XX 54 2% 
Institutions 09-XX-99 13 
Total 2 512 100% I 49 FISCAL YEAR 1987/88 
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Table 15 
Circulation Checkouts and Overdues 
Phone Total Overdue 
Month Checkouts Renewals Checkouts Overdues Rate 
July 87 1,215 280 1,495 193 
August 1,239 267 1,506 191 
September 1,842 406 2,248 212 
October 1,862 494 2,356 374 
November 2,032 558 2,590 222 
December 1,199 292 1,491 285 
January 88 1,565 244 1,809 257 
February 1,829 383 2,212 234 
March 1,791 427 2,218 339 
April · 1,884 429 2,313 248 
May 1,133 260 1,393 278 
June 1,071 207 1,278 184 
TOTALS 18,662 4,247 22,909 3,017 
Table 16 
Circulation of Library Materials 
Category 
Circulation 
Reserve 
Total 
86/87 
21,116 
13 231 
34 347 
Table 17 
87/88 
22,909 
13 798 
36 707 
Sale of Copytex Cards 
86/87 87/88 
5 537 5 374 
Table 18 
Circulation Registered Borrowers 
86/87 87/88 
FACULTY 
North Campus- 239 247 
Main Campus 37 44 
STUDENTS 
North Campus Total 832 748 
Main Campus 
Undergraduates 284 351 
Graduates 226 251 FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 13.0% 13.0% 9.0% 16.0% 9.0% 19.0% 14.2% 11.0% 15.0% 11.0% 20.0% 14.0% 14. 0% (ave. lPercentage Change + 8%+ 4%+ 6%% Change + 3%+19%-10%+24%+11% 50 
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Table 20 
Collection Management Statistics 
1986/87 1987/88 % Change 
Journals commercially bound 
Books commercially bound 
Total books, journals bound in-house 
PAM 
3-ring binders
Therm-a-bind
Press board
GEBCO
Reinforce
Repairs 
Books, journals processed in unit 
Issues Secured with Tattletape: 
2264 2001 
108 153 
874 637 
85 47 
18 11 
70 41 
212 168 
500 202 
2183 
8133 
168 
1698 
7384 
Single 4204 3172 
Double 3457 3529 
Hours spent by unit staff in miscellaneous activities: 
Hours spent in training 176 210 
Hours spent at Information Desk 155 158 
Hours spent at Circulation Desk 218 250 
Hours spent with copier coverage 2400 3908 
Hours spent in shelf reading 53 47 
Table 21 
Collection Management 
Shelving Statistics 
Category 1986/87 1987/88 
Reference 
Picked up 5,527 6,221 
Shelved 5,579 6,337 
Index/Abstracts 
Picked up 3,258 4,602 
Shelved 3,406 4,826 
Current Journals 
Picked up 23,141 29,293 
Shelved 37, 773 40,472 
3rd Floor (Monographs) 
Picked up 23,319 23,102 
Shelved 37,197 39,162 
4th Floor (Bound Journals) 
Picked up 91,135 97,498 
Shelved 96 2 470 101 2809 
TOTAL 
Picked up 146,380 160,716 
Shelved 180 2 425 192 2606 FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 - 12%+ 42%- 27%- 45%- 39%- 41%- 21%- 22%- 9%- 25%+ 2%+ 19%+ 2%+ 15%+ 63%- 11%% Change +13%+14%+41%+42%+27%+ 7%- 1%+5%+7%+6%+10%+ 7%
UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT 
53 
Types of Repairs 
Label protectors 
Labels 
Torn spine 
Miscellaneous 
Tattletape added 
Torn pages 
Reinforcing 
Hinge area 
Sent to commercial 
Red "R" replaced 
Loose page 
Total Repairs 
Table 22 
Collection Management 
1987/88 % Change 
675 40% 
675 40% 
72 4% 
72 4% 
48 3% 
48 3% 
39 2% 
31 2% 
bindery 11 1% 
20 1% 
7 
1698 100% 
Table 23 
Collection Management 
In-House Use of Library Materials 
Type of Material 
No. Vols. % of 
1986/87 Total 
No. Vols. 
1987/88 
% of 
Total 
Monographs 
Reference/Index-Abstracts 
Current Journals 
Bound Journals 
Total In-House Use 
23,319 16% 
8,785 6% 
23,141 16% 
91,135 62% 
146,380 100% 
Table 24 
23,102 
10,823 
29,293 
97,498 
160,716 
Document Delivery Volume Comparison Report* 
14% 
7% 
18% 
61% 
100% 
86/87 87/88 %Change 
Requests received 8,479 7,571 -11%
Requests filled in-house 7,198 6,370 -12%
Requests referred to other institutions 601 521 -13%
* Includes: requests received and filled for NM Health Care
Community (hospitals, clinics, physicians, etc.) 
and other U.S. medical and non-medical institutions. 
Table 25 
Document Delivery 
Outreach Volume Comparison 
POP, Scan-Alert 
NAIHS 
PCC Students 
86/87 87/88 
2872 1738 
1617 1343 
239 228 
* Excludes Scan Alert
% Change 
-39%
-17%
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Medicine 
Nursing 
Pharmacy 
Dental 
Allied Health 
UNMH 
Main Campus 
Others, non-UNM 
TOTAL 
Table 25 
User Education 
Number of 
Sessions 
228 
17 
3 
5 
8 
4 
7 
11 
283 
Number of 
Participants 
569 
313 
80 
58 
108 
32 
105 
116 
1381 
Table 26 
Staff Hours 
434 
22 
4 
10 
9 
11 
7 
13 
510 
Interlibrary Loan Requests Received from MCL User Clientele 
Faculty 
Staff 
Students 
UNM Hospital 
UNM Housestaff 
PCC Students 
Total 
FY 86/87 FY 87/88 
Number % Number 
1246 57 1381 
255 12 216 
417 19 347 
132 6 26 
118 5 135 
20 1 
2168 100 
Table 27 
2105 
% 
66 
10 
16 
1 
7 
100 
% Change 
11 
-15
-17
-80
14
Comparative Use of Media by User Groups (In-House Use 0nlv) 
User Group 1986/87 1987/88 % Decrease/Increase 
School of Medicine 
College of Nursing 
College of Pharmacy 
Allied Health 
UNM Hospital 
Main Campus 
7,013 
2,120 
99 
546 
150 
Other* 940* 
5,921 
1,395 
457 
616 
145 
338* 
345* 
*Other category includes Main Campus until 87/88.FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 Total Media Usage (in-house) FY 86/87 10,868 FY 87/88 9,217 -15%Computer Program Usage FY 86/87 694 FY 87 /88 932 +34% Total Number of Media Items Circulated FY 86/87 15,203 FY 87/88 13,089 -14% -16%-34%+362%+13%- 3%+648%* 54 
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Table 28 
Comparative Serials/Binding Statistics 
Unbound Issues Processed 
Bound Issues Processed 
New Titles Added 
Current Titles 
Continuations 
Primary Journals 
Index/Abstracts 
Depository Govt. Documents 
Gifts 
1985 1986 
14,926 14,708 
852 851 
94 42 
2,287 
583 
1,176 
70 
206 
252 
2,256 
573 
1,159 
70 
203 
251 
Table 29 
Serials 
Collection Statistics - Active Titles 
Category 
Vendor Subscriptions 
Vendor Standing Orders 
Direct Subscriptions 
Direct Standing Orders 
Depository Gov. Documents 
Gifts 
Total 
Table 30 
Serials 
86/87 
1205 
547 
24 
26 
203 
251 
2256 
87/88 
1195 
532 
22 
24 
199 
240 
2212 
Collection Statistics - Inactive Titles 
Category 86/87 87/88 
Cancelled 469 472 
Ceased 281 300 
Total 750 772 
ANNUAL REPORT 
1987 
14,131 
833 
23 
2,212 
556 
1,147 
70 
199 
240 
55 FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I-I 
I 
I 
I 
1· 
I 
1· 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
_, 
I 
I 
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Table 31 
Serials 
Workload Statistics 
Category 
Journals Received 
Cassettes Received 
Microforms Received 
Bound Volumes Received 
Duplicates Received 
Volumes to Cataloging 
Claims Sent 
Claims Answered 
Invoices Cleared 
TALON Updates 
Wang Updates 
Titles Changed 
Searching Databases 
1986/87 
14,708 
113 
41 
851 
409 
404 
512 
413 
110 
112 
118 
50 
OCLC NLM 
251 0 
Table 32 
ANNUAL REPORT 
1987/88 
14,131 
124 
82 
833 
316 
422 
505 
344 
99 
58 
165 
31 
OCLC NLM 
184 0 
SearchLMissing Reguests-FY 86L87 
Requests Pieces Declared Pieces Found After 
Category Received Found Missing Replaced Order Placed 
Serials 21 12 5 3 
Books 41 24 4 3 2 
Total 62 36 9 6 2 
FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 56 
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Table 33 
U.S. MEDICAL MONOGRAPHS PRICES, 1982 - 1988 
PERCENT 
90 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 
2.5% 
YEAR 1982 1983 
(Baseline) 
4.6% 
1984 
15.0% 
1985 
28.6% 
1986 
U.S. MEDICAL MONOGRAPHS PRICES 
k:::=:::=:=:::=::::::::j MCL MEDICAL MONOGRAPHS BUDGET 
YEAR AVERAGE PRICE 
1982 $38.88 
1983 $39.84 
1984 40.65 
1985 44.36 
1986 49.99 
1987 56.56 
1988 (est) 73.95 
57 
46.0% 90.2% 
1987 1988 
% INCREASE 
(over baseline per year) 
2.5 
4.6 
15.0 
28.6 
46.0 
90.2 
FISCAL YEAR 1987/88 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I-
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORTTable 34U.S. MEDICAL JOURNAL SUBSCRIPTION PRICES, 1982 - 1988PERCENT908070605040302010
0 YEAR 1982(Baseline) 9.58% 22.1%1983 1984SERIALS PRICESl�{:�{:}�:}�:}}}�I MCL SERIALS BUDGET 34.1%1985 48.0%1986
.YEAR AVERAGE PRICE 1982 (baseline) $102.871983 112.721984 125.571985 137.921986 151.771987 169.361988 (est.) 180.67FISCAL YEAR 1987 /88 64/6%1987 75/6%1988% INCREASE ( over baseline per year)9.5822.134.148.064.675.6 58
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0 
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Vital Statistics for FY 1987/88 
Public and User Services 
Calendar Days 
Library Days 
365 
355 
o Hours Open
0 
0 
0 
0 
Shortest Days (Saturday) 
Longest Day (Weekdays) 
Shortest Week (Summer) 
Longest Week (Fall/Spring) 
Circulation Desk Coverage 
Information Desk Coverage 
Media Center Coverage 
Gate Count 
The Library Collection 
Print Collection 
Bound Journal Volumes 
Texts and Monographs 
Technical Reports 
Pamphlets 
Total Items on Shelf 
Non-Print Collection 
Motion Pictures 
Audiocassettes 
Videocassettes 
Slide/Tape Programs 
Slide Programs 
Filmstrips 
Microcomputer Programs 
Miscellaneous including models 
Total Items on Shelf 
Subscriptions 
Journal Titles 
Monographic Serials 
Total 
8.5 Hours 
15.5 Hours 
81.0 Hours 
91. 0 Hours
4465.5 Hours 
2491.0 Hours 
4130.0 Hours 
218,572 
83,698 
47,128 
927 
4 1 738 
136,491 
278 
1,704 
1,249 
1,220 
461 
277 
105 
215 
5,509 
1,639 
573 
2,212 
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